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Mutual attraction between high-frequency verbs and clause types with ﬁnite
verbs in early positions: corpus evidence from spoken English, Dutch, and German
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aMax Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen, The Netherlands; bFaculty of Computer Science, University of Koblenz-Landau, Koblenz,
Germany
ABSTRACT
We report a hitherto unknown statistical relationship between the corpus frequency of ﬁnite verbs
and their ﬁxed linear positions (early vs. late) in ﬁnite clauses of English, Dutch, and German.
Compared to the overall frequency distribution of verb lemmas in the corpora, high-frequency
ﬁnite verbs are overused in main clauses, at the expense of nonﬁnite verbs. This ﬁnite versus
nonﬁnite split of high-frequency verbs is basically absent from subordinate clauses. Furthermore,
this “main-clause bias” (MCB) of high-frequency verbs is more prominent in German and Dutch
(SOV languages) than in English (an SVO language). We attribute the MCB and its varying eﬀect
sizes to faster accessibility of high-frequency ﬁnite verbs, which (1) increases the probability for
these verbs to land in clauses mandating early verb placement, and (2) boosts the activation of
clause plans that assign verbs to early linear positions (in casu: clauses with SVO as opposed to
SOV order).
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1. Introduction: the accessibility–anteriority
link
Speakers tend to prioritise sentence constituents whose
content and form were planned with little processing
eﬀort: They are more likely to assign earlier positions to
easy constituents than to constituents that were harder
to plan, provided the grammar allows suﬃcient linear-
order ﬂexibility. Three oft-studied cases are the following.
An important determinant of processing cost is conceptual
accessibility (Bock & Warren, 1985). A well-known example
is animacy: Animate/human referents are processed faster
than inanimate referents, and constituents denoting the
former often precede constituents denoting the latter
(Kempen & Harbusch, 2003, 2004; Osgood & Bock, 1977;
Vogels, Krahmer, & Maes, 2019). A second source of
linear-order preferences concerns the topic-comment dis-
tinction. Constituents expressing topical (old, presup-
posed, known) conceptual content tend to receive
sentence positions that precede constituents conveying
a newly conceptualised comment. In the linguistic litera-
ture, the topic-comment distinction is often discussed
under the heading of information structure (Lambrecht,
1994, Ch. 4; Vallduvi, 1992). The third source of processing
complexity concerns word frequency (lexical accessibility).
Unless prevented by strict rules of grammar, frequent
words tend to occupy earlier positions than rare words.
For example, Fenk-Oczlon (1989) found that in “frozen”
coordinations (i.e. ﬁxed expressions such as facts and
ﬁgures, dead or alive) the more frequent member tends
to come ﬁrst. (Recently, Berg, 2018 wrote a detailed over-
view of frequency eﬀects in a variety of syntactic con-
structions.) Lexical accessibility is prone to online
ﬂuctuations under the inﬂuence of priming and visual
cueing – conditions leading to pre-activation of lexical
items and to the construction of sentences that aﬀord
early placement of pre-activated items (Hwang & Kaiser,
2015 and Sauppe, 2017 review the literature and report
new data).
A property shared by these phenomena is that the
words or constituents occupying early positions in the
evolving sentence, have arguably been composed
with less eﬀort than their counterparts at later positions.
Assuming that less eﬀort implies shorter processing
time, “low-eﬀort” constituents can be inserted into a
sentence frame earlier than high-eﬀort constituents,
if the grammar supplies suitable landing places in
early positions. MacDonald (2013, p. 3) calls this the
“Easy First” bias.
The greater processing eﬀort required by ﬁllers of
later (posterior) compared to earlier (anterior) positions
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does not imply that the overall processing load recruited
by a sentence increases while the speaker is adding more
and more constituents. Sentence planning includes not
only composing and ordering individual constituents
but also assembling them into an overarching structure.
Indeed, an experimental study in which speakers had to
combine spontaneous language production with a sec-
ondary (“dual”) task did not provide evidence for cogni-
tive processing load increasing towards the end of the
sentence (Ford & Holmes, 1978; see also Harley, 2014,
pp. 431–432). Actually, the cross-sentence processing
load seemed to be more or less stable. A plausible expla-
nation is based on (eﬀort-free and simultaneous) pre-
activation of (1) future structural elements entailed by
the current incomplete sentence frame, and (2) lexical
items associatively or semantically linked to lexical
items used in the current incomplete sentence, that
happen to ﬁt the syntactic fragments under construction.
This observation is in line with recent data showing
that speakers, when confronted with a peak in the pro-
cessing load due to a high-eﬀort sentence continuation,
may insert optional function words in front of the proble-
matic upcoming fragment. The extra word, e.g. an “easy”
clause-initial optional complementiser such as the subor-
dinating conjunction that, lengthens the interval avail-
able for planning the diﬃcult fragment, thus lowering
the average (per-word) processing load leading up to
the fragment (Jaeger, 2010; Levy & Jaeger, 2007). Conver-
sely, when the upcoming fragment (the onset of the
complement clause) is highly predictable, the probability
of not using the optional word (“reduction”) increases.
The eﬀect is known as Uniform Information Density (UID).
In the next section, we describe an unexpected obser-
vation in spoken German, Dutch and English corpora that
suggests an accessibility–anteriority relation regarding
ﬁnite verbs, and propose a theoretical account. Section
3 describes the data collection methodology applied in
the study. The statistical analyses of the data are
reported in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 explores relations
between our ﬁndings and other sentence production
phenomena discussed above (Easy-First phenomena,
Uniform Information Density), and proposes topics for
further investigation.
2. An accessibility–anteriority link for ﬁnite
verbs?
Empirical studies of eﬀects of accessibility on linear order
have focused on (pro)nominal constituents – presumably
because nouns and pronouns enjoy much intraclausal
freedom of position. In the present paper, we show
that ﬁnite verbs, too, are subject to eﬀects of accessibil-
ity, in spite of very restricted placement options. We
present corpus data showing that accessibility eﬀects
can manifest themselves not only in more anterior place-
ment of constituents but also, if the grammar does not
allow anterior placement, in alternative lexical choices
for the constituent. These data, extracted from spoken
language treebanks, suggest that the tendency for high
frequent lexical items to occupy early sentential/clausal
positions may have a double origin: not only in prioritisa-
tion of constituents that have multiple placement
options, as sketched above, but also in a bias favouring
the selection of high-frequency lexical material for early
constituents that have a single, ﬁxed position in the
surface structure of a clause.
The data we collected concern frequency distri-
butions of ﬁnite verbs in main and subordinate clauses
of three Germanic languages with fairly rigid placement
options for verbs, especially ﬁnite verbs. In English, a
Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) language, the ﬁnite verb stan-
dardly occupies a relatively early position in main as well
as subordinate clauses. In German and Dutch, however,
there is a split between main and subordinate clauses:
The ﬁnite verb is obligatorily placed clause-ﬁnally in sub-
ordinate clauses (SOV) but in clause-medial or earlier
position in main clauses (SVO). Due to this split, the pos-
itional contrast of ﬁnite verbs in main versus subordinate
clauses is larger in German and Dutch (VO vs. OV) than in
English (always VO). (Given the data classiﬁcations used
below, there is no need to discuss word order rules in
more detail.)
The work to be reported began as fallout from a
corpus study on a diﬀerent topic (Kempen & Harbusch,
2017). As part of that study, we had computed lemma
frequencies of verbforms functioning as head of a main
clause (always ﬁnite), of a ﬁnite subordinate clause, or
of a nonﬁnite subordinate clause (often called Verb
Phrase, VP: inﬁnitival, participial, gerund). In line with
general linguistic practice, we had treated ﬁnite auxili-
aries and modal verbs (be, have, may, can, will, do) as
heads of ﬁnite clauses. They govern complement
clauses whose heads are nonﬁnite verbs. This also
holds for other verbs (go, want, like, try) that take
nonﬁnite complements. These corpus data revealed a
remarkable interaction, in all three languages, between
total lemma frequency and clause type. In subordinate
clauses, the probability of a ﬁnite verb to function as
clause head turned out to be more or less constant
across the frequency spectrum – as expected a priori.
However, the probability of a ﬁnite verb to head a
main clause appeared to rise with the total lemma fre-
quency of the verb – a rise that went hand in hand
with a corresponding fall of the probability of the
verb’s lemma to head a nonﬁnite clause. Stated diﬀer-
ently, high-frequency verbs tend to be overused (over-
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represented) in main clauses, whereas their presence in
ﬁnite subordinate clauses tends to align with their total
lemma frequency (i.e. without overuse of high-frequency
verbs). We refer to this pattern as the main-clause bias of
high-frequency ﬁnite verbs (for short:MCB eﬀect). By impli-
cation, high-frequency verb lemmas are underused as
heads of nonﬁnite clauses. In the present paper, we
provide a closer analysis of this intriguing data pattern,
focusing on contrasts between the three languages.
The hypotheses to be tested presuppose that ﬁnite
clauses are important units of sentence planning. This
conclusion is based on the fact that during spontaneous
speech large proportions of them are immediately pre-
ceded by disﬂuencies (hesitations, pauses, repetitions,
repairs, false starts, etc.). This suggests that if a sentence
consists of a sequence of several ﬁnite clauses, the
speaker probably has planned them sequentially (see
the literature surveys by Harley, 2014; Levelt, 1989).
However, this does not rule out the possibility for a
ﬁnite subordinate clause (e.g. a relative clause) to be
center-embedded in a higher clause, or that a ﬁnite sub-
ordinate clause precedes the main clause in the ﬁnally
delivered sentence. In fact, we assume that the time
course of sentence planning corresponds to the hierar-
chy of clauses, such that the onset of planning a clause
higher in the hierarchy precedes the onset of planning
any embedded clause. Within a clause, parallel planning
of multiple immediate syntactic constituents is possible,
although due to incremental conceptualisation of the to-
be-expressed message and diﬀering accessibility con-
ditions, some constituents will be initiated and com-
pleted earlier than other ones (cf. the “Easy First”
phenomenon discussed in Section 1). Once a suitable
shape has been determined, a constituent is ready to
ﬁll one of the linearly ordered positions (slots) deﬁned
by the grammar of the clause; but revisions of a constitu-
ent may continue until it is needed in an upcoming slot
and passed on to phonological and articulatory proces-
sing stages.
This course of events implies that anterior clause pos-
itions exert more time pressure on the lexical selection of
suitable ﬁllers than posterior positions (see Sauppe, 2017
for experimental evidence from German). With respect to
ﬁnite verbs, this means that easy and fast accessibility is
in greater demand in main clauses than in subordinate
clauses, given that the large majority of ﬁnite subordi-
nate clauses is attached to the next higher (often main)
clause as the latter’s most posterior constituent (tail
recursion, creating the impression that ﬁnite clauses
are like beads on a string).
In view of these general assumptions about the inter-
clausal and intraclausal time course of the sentence plan-
ning process, and the temporal head-start enabled by
high accessibility of lexical items, we predict1 the main-
clause bias (MCB): The head-start of high-frequency
verbs makes them privileged candidates (1) to become
heads of clauses planned early (main rather than subor-
dinate), and (2) within these clauses, to ﬁll obligatory
early positions. These two eﬀects can be summarised
succinctly as follows: Clauses with early standard position
of the ﬁnite verb “attract” high-frequency verbs.
This is not the only eﬀect, though. The data to be
reported below show that the size of the MCB eﬀect
varies between the target languages. In order to
account for this cross-language diﬀerence, we stipulate
an attraction eﬀect in opposite direction, which may
inﬂuence clauses planned subsequently to the main
clause at the top of the hierarchy.
As said, in all three languages the planning process
starts with an obligatory main clause. However, ﬁnite
clauses planned subsequently can be main or subordi-
nate. Depending on the grammatical and pragmatic
context, the choice may or may not be obligatory. One
determining factor is the conceptual relation between
the new clause and the preceding one at the top of
the hierarchy. This relation is lexically realised by a coor-
dinating conjunction (and, but, for) or by an introductory
constituent marking the clause as subordinate: in case of
complement or adverbial clauses by a subordinating
conjunction (because, if, that, while, when, although,
etc.), or by an introductory wh-phrase in case of relative
clauses or dependent interrogative clauses. (The introdu-
cing constituent is optional in certain contexts, as in I
wasn’t aware (that) I was speeding.) Sometimes the lexica-
lisation of the conceptual relation is (co-)determined by
the illocutionary force of the propositions involved in
the relationship. For instance, the causal coordinating
conjunction for requires that both related clauses have
independent illocutionary force (e.g. make an assertion),
as in I got a ticket for I was speeding. In that case, the
clauses can also be realised as main clauses of two sep-
arate sentence (I got a ticket. I was speeding), or the
speaker might have used the subordinating conjunction
because. However, because does not require that the
main clause expresses an assertion. Variant I got a
ticket because I was speeding can be used if independent
illocutionary force is associated with the sentence as a
whole, not necessarily with the main clause (which
may express a presupposition). This example shows
that the choice between a main or an adverbial ﬁnite
clause may be optional. Another example is the possi-
bility to realise a sentence-ﬁnal non-restrictive relative
clause as the second conjunct of a main-clause coordi-
nation (e.g. I got a speeding ticket, which I should pay
within a month vs. I got a speeding ticket and I should
pay it within a month).
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Speakers may thus revise their initial (tentative)
choice, especially as long as no subordination marker
has been overtly expressed, and select the main-clause
format if licensed by the grammatical and pragmatic
context. We refer to such clause format switches as
covert crossovers. They may occur when the main
clause resulting from the crossover comes after the
main clause at the top of the hierarchy. (For corpus evi-
dence in support of crossover scenarios in German and
Dutch, see Kempen & Harbusch, 2017, 2018.)
The hypothesis of covert crossovers means that com-
petition may arise between a main- and a subordinate-
clause realisation. (Such competition is absent when
the top-level main clause of the sentence is being
planned.) The outcome of this competition will be sensi-
tive to the frequency of the ﬁnite verb if early availability
of the verb not only leads to acceleration of the planning
process for the clause under construction but also to sup-
pression and abandonment of the originally envisioned
clause type. If one of the competing clause types requires
a ﬁnite verb in a more anterior position than the other
clause type, the outcome of the competition favours
the former: High-frequency verbs may thus be said to
attract clauses with an early position for the head verb.
In German and Dutch subordinate clauses, the ﬁnite
verb is clause-ﬁnal (SOV) whereas it occupies verb-
second position in main clauses (SVO). Therefore, in
these languages high-frequency head verbs attract
main clauses. In English, with SVO order in both clause
types, high-frequency is not expected to favour covert
subordinate-to-main crossovers.
Note that each such crossover has two eﬀects on the
distribution of main-ﬁnite and subordinate-ﬁnite pro-
portions in a corpus. First, it increases the diﬀerence
between the overall main-clause and subordinate-
clause proportions. In addition, as a crossover is more
likely with higher-frequency verbs, it also tends to
steepen the slope of the MCB curve.
In sum, the reasoning developed here postdicts not
only the MCB eﬀect in languages with early ﬁnite verb
positions in main clauses, but also the larger eﬀect size
in languages with diﬀerent, than in languages with
similar word orders in main vs. subordinate clauses. As
regards the current three target languages, we hypoth-
esise that the MCB eﬀect in English is due to main
clauses attracting high-frequency verbs; in German and
Dutch the MCB is stronger due to the additional attrac-
tion of main clauses by high-frequency verbs triggering
covert subordinate-to-main crossovers.
3. Methodology
Our data sources are the three syntactically annotated
corpora listed in Table 1. To our knowledge, these were
the largest treebanks for spoken German, Dutch and
English available in the literature when we began the
research project described here (2014). The spoken
materials consist of sentences extemporaneously pro-
duced in varied dialogue situations (face-to-face or tele-
phone conversations).
From the German VM dialogues, we used the sen-
tences syntactically annotated in the TüBa-D/S treebank
(Stegmann et al., 2000). TüBa-D/S uses tags that allow
easy classiﬁcation of clauses as VO (designating a main,
always ﬁnite clause: henceforth Main-Fnt), or OV (in
ﬁnite subordinate clauses: Sub-Fnt). Nonﬁnite verbforms
(Non-Fnt) are identiﬁed by special part-of-speech tags.
CGN contains spoken sentences from various diﬀerent
domains (news, telephone conversations, speeches,
etc.). However, not all of them were produced spon-
taneously. In total, we discarded about 3800 sentences
with read speech. The sentences had been annotated
with relatively theory-neutral dependency graphs (Hoek-
stra et al., 2001; van der Beek, Bouma, & van Noord,
2002). The corpus speciﬁes features that directly allow
classifying clauses as Main-Fnt or Sub-Fnt. As in VM,
part-of-speech tags enable classiﬁcation of verbforms
as nonﬁnite. SWB is a large corpus of dialogues compris-
ing about 2500 phone conversations by 500 speakers
from around the USA. SWB does not specify features
enabling straightforward identiﬁcation of clauses as
Main-Fnt or Sub-Fnt. We rectiﬁed this by adapting TIGER-
Search (König & Lezius, 2003), and writing our own JAVA
software. In sum, all three treebanks were analysed by
means of TIGERSearch along with JAVA programmes
we developed ourselves (see also Dipper & Kübler,
2017 for a more detailed description of the TüBa-D/Z
and TIGER annotation schemes, and for TIGERSearch as
used in corpus studies of written German.)
In all three treebanks we had to lemmatise the verb-
forms, i.e. to assign them to a citation form (“lemma”;
represented by the inﬁnitive, except in case of
English modal auxiliaries and a few defective verbs).
A major subtask here concerned separable verbs:
Table 1. The spoken treebanks used in the present study: some
important details.




Stegmann, Telljohann, & Hinrichs (2000);
Wahlster (2000)
VM
Dutch Corpus Gesproken Nederlands 2.0
Hoekstra, Moortgat, Schuurman, & van der
Wouden (2001); van Eerten (2007)
CGN
English SWITCHBOARD Corpus
Godfrey, Holliman, & McDaniel (1992)
SWB
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combining the particle with the core verb. For lemma-
tisation purposes, we used published computational-
linguistic databases containing lemmatised verbforms,
and software developed in-house;2 but we carefully
checked the results manually. When reporting verb fre-
quencies, we will always use the citation forms
(lemmas). In order to obtain the total lemma frequency
of a verb, we added the frequencies of all its ﬁnite and
nonﬁnite forms. Excluded from all calculations were
verbs within sentence fragments tagged as repairs or
revision (Table 2).
We did not try to disambiguate verbforms. That is, if a
verbform can be allocated to more than one inﬁnitive
(e.g. lay as ﬁnite form of lie or lay), we arbitrarily chose
one (always the same). If the citation form itself is ambig-
uous, that is, belongs to multiple subclasses of verbs (e.g.
intransitive or transitive, full verb or auxiliary), we
adopted the verb-class tag already attached to the verb-
form in the treebank; we did not try to disambiguate
polysemous or homophonous verbs (e.g. lie). Informal
inspection of published word-frequency counts (e.g.
Leech, Rayson, & Wilson, 2014) reveals that the incidence
of these types of ambiguities is too low to seriously aﬀect
the data patterns we are focusing on in any of the three
target languages. In sum, we largely relied on the parse-
tree information stored in the treebanks, deviating from
it only in case of obvious parsing errors or lacunae.
As ﬁnal preparatory step we assigned a clause type to
each individual verbform token: main ﬁnite (Main-Fnt,
including parentheticals such as you know, and impera-
tives), subordinate ﬁnite (Sub-Fnt: complement, adverbial,
and relative clauses), and nonﬁnite (Non-Fnt: inﬁnitival,
participial, gerund). In the present paper, nonﬁnite
forms will receive only cursory attention. For each of
the various clause types, and for each treebank separ-
ately, we deﬁned a set of search queries based on the
treebank’s morphological, lexical and syntactic tagging
system and on the relative positions of these tags and
other node labels in the syntactic trees.
An important principle we adhere to in our counts is
“one head verb, one clause”: every verb token is head
of a clause; and vice-versa, every clause has one head
verb. (We treat ﬁnite auxiliary and modal verbs as
heads of their clauses, not the nonﬁnite verbs they
govern.) This means we may use the phrases “number
of head verbs” and “number of clauses” interchangeably.
Although a ﬁnite clause contains exactly one ﬁnite head,
it may include constituents that themselves consist of a
hierarchy of one or more nonﬁnite clauses (as in He will
[try [to sell his bike]]). As regards coordinate structures:
Two or more clauses participating in a coordination
were counted separately; clauses featuring Gapping (as
in John loves Mary, and Peter Jane) or other elliptical con-
structions, were not included in the counts. Given our
focus on ﬁnite verbs, we discarded all verb lemmas
whose corpus occurrences (tokens) consisted of
nonﬁnite verbforms only.3 Table 3 shows some key
ﬁgures of the resulting dataset.
For each lemma we counted how often its forms
occurred as head of a main, a ﬁnite subordinate, or a
nonﬁnite clause (Main-Fnt, Sub-Fnt, Non-Fnt), and calcu-
lated its total lemma frequency by adding the three
numbers. Dividing the Main-Fnt, Sub-Fnt and Non-Fnt
tokens of a lemma by its total frequency yields clause-
type proportions, which deﬁne the cross-clause-type dis-
tribution of the lemma (a measure of the lemma’s rela-
tive attraction to each of the clause types). The three
clause-type proportions of a verb lemma v can be
expressed as conditional probabilities: Prob(Main-Fnt|
v), Prob(Sub-Fnt|v), and Prob(Non-Fnt|v). In order to
remove the eﬀects of diﬀering corpus sizes, we normal-
ised the total frequency of each lemma by dividing it by
the sum of all lemmas per language (i.e. the numbers in
the rightmost column in Table 4 below). This gives the
normalised total frequency (NormTotFreq) of each
lemma.
When computing the average clause-type distribution
of a group of lemmas, we can do this on the basis of the
Table 2. Treebanks used in the present study. First data column:
number of trees containing at least one ﬁnite or nonﬁnite
verbform. Second data column: number of extracted verbform
tokens. Rightmost column: number of diﬀerent (unique) verbs
(lemmas).
Number of
Language Treebank sentences verbforms verb lemmas
German VM 38,328 50,676 1083
Dutch CGN 126,787 162,985 3884
English SWB 110,504 167,272 2564
Table 3. Numbers of unique verb lemmas, and the distribution of verb tokens across clause types (based on verbs with at least one
ﬁnite token in the corpus, i.e. a subset of the verbs in Table 2).
Language Corpus Verb lemmas
Number of clauses
Corpus totalMain-Fnt Sub-Fnt Non-Fnt
German VM 650 34,744 4407 10,728 49,879
Dutch CGN 2212 91,481 26,183 41,635 159,299
English SWB 1469 75,475 36,913 52,639 165,027
Grand totals 4331 201,700 67,503 105,002 374,205
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abovementioned “raw” clause-type proportions (the con-
ditional probabilities), or we allow higher-frequency
lemmas in the group to exert a stronger inﬂuence on
the outcome than lemmas with lower frequencies. The
latter we call “weighted” clause-type proportions (abbre-
viated WMain and WSub) which we obtain by multiply-
ing the clause-type proportions of a verb by its
normalised total frequency (NormTotFreq). Note that
this weighting transformation aﬀects group totals and
group averages but leaves the clause-type distribution
of the individual lemmas intact.
4. Results
In Section 2, we formulated three hypotheses which, in
the terminology introduced above, read as follows.
First, the Main-Fnt proportions of a verb lemma are
expected to increase with increasing total lemma fre-
quency (because main clauses assign early positions
to their ﬁnite head). Second, no such increase (or
only a small one) should occur in the Sub-Fnt pro-
portions (because subordinate clauses are planned
later than main clauses, meaning that early accessibil-
ity of ﬁnite verbs is not urgent). The combination of
these hypotheses we call the MCB eﬀect. Third,
German and Dutch will exhibit larger MCB eﬀect
sizes than English (because they have diﬀering word
orders in main compared to subordinate clauses,
whereas English has basically the same word order
in both clause types).
Before testing these predictions statistically, we need
to remove a methodological artefact from the dataset.
Consider Figure 1, which shows the distribution of
ﬁnite and nonﬁnite verb tokens across the three clause
types as a function of the total frequency of verbs occur-
ring with at least one ﬁnite form (cf. Table 3). The three
corpora reveal the same overall pattern: clause-type
curves in the form of inverted U-shapes. As our primary
interest is the eﬀect of total lemma frequency on the dis-
tribution of ﬁnite forms, we discarded all verb lemmas
whose occurrences were all nonﬁnite – a decision that
more likely impacts on low-frequency than on high-fre-
quency verbs, thus indirectly raising the proportion of
ﬁnites in low-frequency verbs. The turning point in
nearly all U-shapes is around a total lemma frequency
of 20. In the statistical and theoretical analyses reported
Table 4. Verb lemmas with a total lemma frequency≥ 20 (a subset of the numbers in Table 3). The ﬁrst data column shows the number
of unique lemmas; the other columns give the number of tokens (verbforms). The percentages indicate the clause-type distributions of
all verbforms belonging to the lemmas with total lemma frequency≥ 20.
Language Corpus Verb lemmas
Number of clauses
Corpus totalMain-Fnt Sub-Fnt Non-Fnt




























Figure 1. The unweighted clause-type distributions of verb
lemmas as a function of the natural logarithm of their total fre-
quency, for the three target languages. In each graph, the
three proportions depicted above a given abscissa value add
up to 1.
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below, we disregard verbs with a total lemma frequency
smaller than 20. The consequence is that the analyses
will be based on 929 high- and mid-frequency verbs,
which cover 21.5 percent of the verb lemmas in the
corpora but 73.7 percent of the verbforms (tokens).
Application of these ﬁlters yields the scatter diagram
of Figure 2, which clearly exhibits the hypothesised
pattern: an increasing diﬀerence between the Main-Fnt
and Sub-Fnt with increasing total lemma frequency
(the MCB eﬀect), and steeper slopes (see the trendlines)
for the German and Dutch corpora than for the English
one. The equations underlying the trendlines, and the
corresponding R2 values are listed in Table 5.
Figure 2 shows not only steeper MCB slopes for
German and Dutch than for English, but also a bigger
overall ratio of the Main-Fnt to the Sub-Fnt proportions.
The ratios are 2.1 to 1 in the English, and 3.6 to 1 in the
Dutch corpus. Although many factors unrelated to the
current theory may have contributed to this diﬀerence
(variability of the topic domains, corpus sizes, and con-
versational setting, for instance), we interpret the ratio
diﬀerence as in line with the predicted diﬀerence regard-
ing the probability of covert subordinate-to-main clause
crossovers (higher in Dutch than in English). The much
higher ratio in the German corpus (8.3 to 1) must be
due to unrelated factors (see also next section).
In order to test the statistical signiﬁcance of the pre-
dicted diﬀerences, we applied Beta Regression (Cribari-
Neto & Zeileis, 2010),4 which assumes a beta-distributed
dependent variable in the (0,1) range (i.e. proportions
bigger than 0 and smaller than 1), using the Betareg soft-
ware package in R (mean model with logit link; see
Appendix C for details of the analyses). We tested
models with three diﬀerent dependent variables: (1)
the weighted Main-Fnt proportions (called WMain in
the Appendix), (2) the weighted Sub-Fnt proportions
(WSub), and (3) the diﬀerence of the Main-Fnt and Sub-
Fnt proportions (DiﬀWMainWSub). In all models, the
independent variables were the normalised total fre-
quency of the lemmas (NormTotFreq) and Language –
the former entered as a continuous, the latter as a categ-
orical predictor. In order to make sure that all Main-Fnt
minus Sub-Fnt diﬀerences were greater than zero (as
required by Beta Regression), we added 0.1 to each
diﬀerence. (This raised the minimum, maximum and
mean values of the frequency predictor to 0.1,
0.2697258, and 0.1014064, respectively. As for the two
dependent variables: All zero values of WMain became
Figure 2. Clause-type distributions of ﬁnite verbs in the target
languages (unweighted proportions). Only verbs with a total
lemma frequency of 20 or more (i.e. natural logarithm approxi-
mately 3) are shown. The equations underlying the trendlines,
and corresponding R2 values are in Table 5.
Table 5. Equations underlying the trendlines in Figure 2, and corresponding R2 values.
Main-Fnt Sub-Fnt
Equation R2 Equation R2
German y = 0.1115x− 0.0602 0.2013 y =−0.0026x + 0.1013 0.0013
Dutch y = 0.0673x + 0.0237 0.1470 y = 0.0043x + 0.1204 0.0024
English y = 0.0553x− 0.0197 0.1886 y = 0.01080x + 0.1064 0.0226
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2.220446e–16; the maximum of WMain became
0.1865495, and the mean 0.001901277. The correspond-
ing values for WSub: minimum 2.220446e–16; maximum
0.08365493; mean: 0.0005102989.)
In all three models, the main eﬀects of NormTotFreq
and Language were highly signiﬁcant (all p-values
< .001; see Appendix C). Here, we focus on the inter-
actions between NormTotFreq and Language. With
weighted Main-Fnt proportions as dependent variable
(ﬁrst Betareg model in Appendix C), the NormTotFreq
values of Dutch and German verbs both had a stronger
eﬀect on the growth of the MCB eﬀect than those of
English verbs (both z-values > 3, p < .002). However, the
growth with NormTotFreq of the weighted Sub-Fnt pro-
portions was not modulated by Language (second
model; z-values between -1 and +1). These diﬀerential
eﬀects of Language on the growth rates of the Main-
Fnt vs. Sub-Fnt proportions suggests a signiﬁcant Norm-
TotFreq * Language interaction when the diﬀerence
between the clause-type proportions is the dependent
variable. This expectation is conﬁrmed in the third
model (z-values > 30, p < .0001).
The graphs in Figure 2 show that the Main-Fnt slope
computed for the German data is steeper than the
slope of its Dutch counterpart – an eﬀect not predicted
by the theory. We surmise that this contrast is
somehow related to the narrower range of topics
addressed by the German speakers, given the task
assigned to them during the recorded sessions. (Each
pair of speakers was asked to prepare a joint business
trip. This accounts for frequent mention of verbs
related to scheduling and travel (e.g. in Appendix A:
fahren “drive”; passen “suit”; ankommen “arrive”; zurück-
kommen “return” stattﬁnden “take place”, etc. As a
result, the number of diﬀerent (unique) lemmas was
small compared to the numbers in the other corpora,
where the speakers usually talked without speciﬁc
domain instructions.)
To sum up, the Betareg analyses conﬁrm that the
diﬀerences entailed by the three hypotheses put
forward above, are statistically signiﬁcant: The overuse
of high-frequency verbs is largely restricted to main
clauses (the MCB eﬀect), and the extent of this overuse
– as measured by the diﬀerence between weighted
Main-Fnt and Sub-Fnt proportions – is more prominent
in German and in Dutch than in English.
5. Discussion
We have attributed the main-clause bias (MCB) eﬀect
and the cross-language diﬀerence of its eﬀect size to
two diﬀerent manifestations of what we have called
the accessibility–anteriority link. First, speakers of the
Germanic language that we investigated, tend to
overuse high-frequency ﬁnite verbs in the main
clauses they produce. We found hardly any overuse of
such verbs in ﬁnite subordinate clauses, meaning that
a model based on “Easy First” alone is inadequate.
The crucial factor seems to be time pressure: Finite
verbs are demanded at anterior positions in main
clauses, and high-frequency verbs can meet this
demand more readily than lower-frequency verbs. For
ﬁnite subordinate clauses, whose planning is likely to
lag behind main-clause planning, more planning time
is available. This eliminates much of the time pressure
and allows less frequent but perhaps more appropriate
verbs to conquer a clause position.
The second manner in which we suggest the accessi-
bility-anteriority link can become manifest, is by biasing
the format/status of a clause-under-construction from
subordinate to main. We argue that covert subordi-
nate-to-main crossovers occur in all three target
languages, conditionally upon pragmatic factors such
as the type of illocutionary force associated with the
clause, and on this clause being syntactically licensed
to follow the topmost main clause. When these con-
ditions are met, competition arises between main- and
subordinate-clause formats, with the format that
assigns an earlier position to the ﬁnite verb surfacing
as the likely winner. Given the diﬀerent SVO/SOV word
order patterns in the target languages, we argue that
the MCB eﬀect should be larger in German and Dutch
than in English – a prediction that is statistically
conﬁrmed.
Is the proposed explanation of the MCB patterns in
the three languages the most parsimonious one? The
current interpretation of the MCB eﬀect is based on
mutual attraction by high-frequency verbs and clauses
with ﬁnite verbs in early positions. In addition, we have
assumed that subordinate clauses, which tend to be
planned later than main clauses, are immune to time
pressure arising if the clause needs a ﬁnite verb in an
early position. However, the latter assumption can
perhaps be dispensed with if a more central role can
be assigned to covert crossovers. Consider the possibility
that all ﬁnite clauses attract high-frequency verbs (with a
force depending on the earliness of the head verb); that
is, overuse of high-frequency verbs occurs not only in
main but also in ﬁnite subordinate clauses. However,
only the latter clauses may undergo covert subordi-
nate-to-main crossovers due to competition between
two clauses formats. (Such competition does not aﬀect
clauses at the top of the clause hierarchy because at
that planning level main-clause format/status is the
only option.) If this assumption is correct, we could stipu-
late that the observed (near-)absence of overuse in ﬁnite
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subordinate clauses is due to covert crossovers, which
leads to ﬂatter slopes in the Sub-Fnt proportions and
simultaneously to steeper slopes in the Main-Fnt
slopes. Although this alternative account seems more
parsimonious than the one proposed above, it fails to
explain why the slope of the proportions in Sub-Fnt
clauses is (close to) zero rather than just ﬂatter than
the slope of the Main-Fnt proportions. Mathematical
modelling may be able to decide whether the simpler
account can ﬁt the data patterns in the three languages.
In the remainder of the present section, we explore
relations between the MCB ﬁndings and other phenom-
ena discussed in the Introduction (Easy-First phenomena,
Uniform Information Density), and propose topics for
further investigation.
But ﬁrst we need to justify why we did not go into
factors causing some verbs to be more frequent than
others. The reason is that we view the accessibility-ante-
riority link as the “proximal cause” of the MCB, and that a
variety of factors underlying accessibility levels are
“distant causes”. Most verb frequency diﬀerences pre-
sumably reﬂect conceptualisation frequencies – how
often the conceptual content that drives lexical access
and retrieval, is “on the speaker’s mind”. Another factor
is the verb’s multifunctionality: whether it can be used
in multifarious pragmatic, semantic or syntactic contexts.
Among the reasons why certain verbs are used in main
rather than subordinate clauses are pragmatic and cog-
nitive/communicative factors such as propositional atti-
tude, evidentiality, and epistemicity. (See also the verb
listings in Appendix B.)
We count the MCB eﬀect as an Easy-First phenom-
enon, but one with a special touch: It does not increase
the likelihood of selecting the earlier member of a set
of placement options open for a clause constituent;
instead, it boosts the probability for high-frequency
lexical items to select the sole placement option for
that constituent (here, the ﬁxed clause position of the
ﬁnite verb). Nonetheless, covert subordinate-to-main
crossovers may be compared to the rather “drastic”
Easy-First variant that involves changing the voice of a
clause from active to passive. In both cases, a late con-
stituent receives a much earlier position: SOV becomes
SVO in the former case; in the latter, a late object
becomes an early subject (and the transformation
usually introduces a high-frequency ﬁnite auxiliary verb
appearing at an early position).
The accessibility-anteriority link we hold responsible
for the MCB also has the eﬀect of promoting uniform
information density (UID). At the onset of planning a
mono- or pluriclausal sentence, the speaker has to
decide on values for a large number of parameters that
together make up the shape of the upcoming utterance.
(Incremental production can alleviate this task to a con-
siderable extent.) In the course of this planning process,
the number of degrees of freedom decreases gradually
(often with interrupts at the transitions between ﬁnite
clauses). In languages where a clause hierarchy is
planned top-down, main clauses are usually planned
prior to subordinate clauses, as supported by the fact
that the majority of main clauses precedes ﬁnite subordi-
nate clauses in the surface structure of the sentence. If
indeed the peak of the cognitive processing capacity
mounted by the planning process thus tends to aﬀect
main clauses more heavily than subordinate clauses,
the speaker can help to prevent overload by choosing
easily accessible verbs (and other “easy” clause constitu-
ents with early placement options). The result will be a
less skewed distribution of planning capacity recruited
across the clause hierarchy.
In information-theoretical terms, one therefore
expects the predictability (uninformativity) of the ﬁnite
verb to be higher, on average, in main clauses than in
subordinate clauses. In order to estimate how predict-
able a ﬁnite verb v is in the given clause type, we took
an approach similar in spirit to one popular in work on
predicting properties of speech sounds (Cohen Priva,
2008; Mahowald, Fedorenko, Piantadosi, & Gibson,
2013; Piantadosi, Tily, & Gibson, 2011; Seyfarth, 2014). It
is based on the conditional probabilities Prob(v|Main-
Fnt) and Prob(v|Sub-Fnt). The surprisal value (Shannon
information) associated with these probabilities can be
approximated by their logarithmic transforms LN(1/
Prob(v|Main-Fnt)) and LN(1/Prob(v|Sub-Fnt)), where LN
denotes the natural logarithm. The resulting values are
weighted by the verb’s Main-Fnt and Sub-Fnt pro-
portions: Prob(Main-Fnt|v) and Prob(Sub-Fnt|v), respect-
ively. Within each clause type, the resulting products
(i.e. the predictability estimates) tend to be high for
verbs whose presence in the clause type yields low sur-
prisal values (being often encountered “inhabitants” of
that clause type compared to rare inhabitants), and to
have a stronger attraction to that clause type (relative
to other clause types). In each treebank, the average pre-
dictability scores thus calculated for verbs in main
clauses are higher than those for subordinate clauses
(2.67 and 0.53 for German; 2.35 and 1.04 for Dutch;
1.67 and 1.16 for English): This result (unsurprising,
given the results discussed in the previous section)
shows that that verbs in posterior clauses (subordinate)
tend to be less predictable than those in more anterior
clauses (main). This is in line with UID on the presupposi-
tion that non-lexical aspects of planning at sentence
onset are rather unpredictable.
However, the latter assumption seems at variance
with the results of a recent corpus study by Temperley
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(2019) with written newspaper English (Wall Street
Journal). This study shows that, as summarised in the
title, “rare constructions are more often sentence-
initial”. The rare constructions investigated by Temperley
belong to the class of “Main Clause Phenomena”.
Examples are participle preposing (Standing next to me
was the president of the company); preposing around be
(More signiﬁcant would be the development of a semantic
theory); locative inversion (On the wall hangs a portrait of
Mao), and topicalization (This book you should read). His
explanation of the predominantly sentence-initial pos-
ition of such constructions (as opposed to rarer occur-
rences in non-sentence-initial positions, e.g. in
complement clauses) is based on the assumption that
syntactic processing at the very beginning of a sentence
[is] easier (requiring less computation) than elsewhere. It
therefore makes sense that a language might evolve to
allow additional syntactic possibilities at the beginning
of the sentence; this causes additional processing com-
plexity, but this is counterbalanced by the reduction in
processing load due to the absence of previous syntactic
context. (Temperley, 2019, p. 6)
Temperley continues this passage with remarking that
his account is in line with the UID hypothesis.
Can Temperley’s interpretation be reconciled with our
account of the MCB eﬀect? We suggest lexical rather than
syntactic factors could be responsible for the lower pro-
cessing complexity of sentence-initial compared to later
clauses (due to higher-frequency verbs and other parts
of speech – the latter to be checked in the corpus). We
expect that while planning progresses, syntactic planning
problems decrease, on average, due to preactivation of
suitable syntactic alternatives. An obvious alternative
attempt at resolving the conﬂicting interpretations
could be based on the fact that Temperley’s study used
written rather than spoken corpus materials. Such an
attempt is likely to fail, though, because we found an
MCB in the Wall Street Journal corpus as well, be it with
a smaller eﬀect size than in the Switchboard corpus con-
sulted in the present study (cf. Kempen&Harbusch, 2017).
As for future empirical work, if our theoretical account
of the MCB and the observed cross-language variability is
correct, it entails predictions regarding MCB eﬀects and
eﬀect sizes in other languages. We expect moderate
MCB eﬀects, comparable to English, in other Germanic
languages, given they are largely SVO in both main and
subordinate clauses. No MCB is expected in languages
such as Japanese where verbs are ﬁnal in all clause
types, andmain clauses follow rather than precede subor-
dinate clauses. The advantage of early available verbs is
thus eliminated. (Note that Japanese does exhibit intra-
clausal Easy-First eﬀects of the type we described in
Section 1; see Lohmann & Takada, 2014; Tachihara,
Pitcher, & Goldberg, 2019.) Empirical studies of MCB
eﬀects in diﬀerent language families (in particular,
studies comparing SVO and SOV languages) can
provide new insights into the planning process from
which multiclausal sentences originate. One topic we
ﬁnd worthwhile pursuing is whether strongly head-ﬁnal
(SOV) languages favour bottom-up planning of clause
hierarchies, in contrast to the predominantly top-down
course we have assumed for SVO languages, and if so,
how this diﬀerence interacts with other aspects of gram-
matical encoding.
Notes
1. We realise that the term “postdiction” is more in line with
history: The data pattern came ﬁrst, and the interpret-
ation is post hoc.
2. The databases we consulted are the following. For all
three languages: CELEX (Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers,
1995). In addition, we used the morphological software
MORPHY (Lezius, 2000), and lemmatisations from these
written treebanks: TIGER (Brants et al., 2004), TüBa-D/Z
(Telljohann, Hinrichs, Kübler, & Kübler, 2004), and
ALPINO (van der Beek, Bouma, Malouf, & van Noord,
2002). The in-house software mentioned here and else-
where in the paper is available on request from the
second author.
3. This resulted in the removal of – mostly low-frequency –
verbs: 440 German lemmas (with a total of 845 verbform
tokens); 1689 Dutch lemmas (3749 tokens), and 1143
English lemmas (2349 tokens). We veriﬁed (using the
statistical methods of the next section) that their
removal did not alter essential aspects of the data pat-
terns and signiﬁcance levels.
4. Cribari-Neto and Zeileis (2010, p. 1) introduce Beta
Regression as follows:
[Beta Regression] is based on the assumption that
the dependent variable is beta-distributed and
that its mean is related to a set of regressors
through a linear predictor with unknown coeﬃ-
cients and a link function. The model also includes
a precision parameter which may be constant or
depend on a (potentially diﬀerent) set of regres-
sors through a link function as well. This approach
naturally incorporates features such as heteroske-
dasticity or skewness which are commonly
observed in data taking values in the standard
unit interval, such as rates or proportions.
See Mangiaﬁco (2016) for considerations regarding the
selection of Betareg R packages.
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Appendix A 
Table A. Verbs with highest total lemma frequency: Top60s, listed in decreasing order of 
total verb frequency per corpus. (The list only includes verbs with at least one finite 
occurrence.) Auxiliary and modal verbs printed in bold. 
English Dutch German 
be zijn sein 
have hebben haben 
do gaan koennen 
know kunnen werden 
get moeten gehen 
think zeggen müssen 
go doen machen 
shall/should/will/would zullen sagen 
can/could worden fahren 
mean weten sollen 
see denken wollen 
say komen passen 
guess vinden denken 
like zitten nehmen 
take willen geben 
want zien wissen 
make staan sehen 
work kijken treffen 
come maken aussehen 
use krijgen fliegen 
try mogen vorschlagen 
talk geven mögen 
look laten buchen 
start horen brauchen 
live liggen finden 
need werken kommen 
seem blijven glauben 
put beginnen lassen 
feel bedoelen schauen 
pay vragen ausmachen 
hear houden liegen 
may/might lezen grüßen 
find lopen kosten 
read kennen meinen 
 2 
buy gebeuren tun 
let spelen heißen 
tell zetten kümmern 
keep nemen dauern 
watch lijken bleiben 
call proberen reservieren 
give vertellen halten 
enjoy praten festhalten 
happen halen losfahren 
play kopen freuen 
spend eten vereinbaren 
sound geloven anhören 
remember spreken freihaben 
stay bellen ankommen 
believe heten ausschauen 
love schrijven reichen 
change noemen kennen 
move hoeven anbieten 
run vallen erkundigen 
agree gebruiken klingen 
suppose brengen planen 
help voelen unternehmen 
understand rijden besprechen 
sit wonen sprechen 
leave leren anrufen 






Table B. Finite verbs with highest weighted Main-Fnt and weighted Sub-Fnt scores, listed in 
order of decreasing scores. For instance, the verb guess has the highest proportion in the set 
of all weighted Main-Fnt proportions in the English corpus; and the verb ought has the 
highest proportion in the set of all weighted Sub-Fnt English verbforms. Auxiliary and modal 
verbs printed in bold. 
Main-Fnt Sub-Fnt 
English Dutch German English Dutch German 
guess menen grüßen ought betreffen laufen 
mean snappen bedanken can thuiskomen erinnern 
know geloven danken need danken losfliegen 
hope lijken anhören shall/will terugkomen mögen 
sound klinken glauben may binnenkomen wollen 
bet hoeven heißen dance behoren hinkommen 
must schelen stimmen deserve overblijven kriegen 
wish uitmaken klingen exist aankunnen losgehen 
suspect gelden annehmen want vergissen dürfen 
love afhangen denken mention dreigen liegen 
seem denken freuen affect weggaan zurückkommen 
think betekenen halten happen meehebben bestehen 
hate uitzien aussehen be aanhebben kennen 
agree vinden meinen end bezighouden kommen 
wonder vrezen vorhaben win lesgeven losfahren 
appreciate hopen betragen act toekomen abfahren 
figure meevallen verbleiben go out beseffen können 
forget aankijken dabeihaben start out voldoen wohnen 
scare afvragen müssen commit bestaan bekommen 
tend doorhebben freihaben graduate overhebben interessieren 
do weten ausschauen require aangaan auskennen 
be schijnen werden have afkomen ankommen 
may heten hoffen come tegenkomen brauchen 
shall/will ophebben wünschen tend dienen sollen 
end up kruipen sollen own zullen haben 
prefer mogen schätzen retire teruggaan geben 
quit zijn sein end up uitkomen freihaben 
believe opschieten haben produce kloppen dabeihaben 
laugh vermoeden wissen purchase aantrekken abholen 
depend bedoelen auskennen die terechtkomen zahlen 
assume zullen können fall afgaan arbeiten 
 4 
can hebben kosten move opvallen müssen 
startout moeten brauchen open willen wünschen 
enjoy kloppen bestehen belong aanspreken treffen 
have blijken kennen come out regenen zurückfahren 
manage toegeven geben turn omgaan beginnen 
like schatten dürfen cost optreden wissen 
turn out voelen stehen bother overkomen dauern 
feel kennen gehen assume bedoelen hingehen 
wind up kunnen lassen do herkennen werden 
mix opgaan warten put out ophebben stehen 
decide willen festhalten must plaatsvinden finden 
get up kosten aufschreiben start wonen stattfinden 
pour duren festmachen earn passeren sein 
jump inhouden eintragen live kijken klappen 
miss afgaan mögen say voorkomen bringen 
grow up zitten melden charge rondlopen vorhaben 
belong pleiten tun take off aansluiten anschauen 
keep aanhebben wollen place geraken anrufen 
use wegen sehen contribute ervaren sparen 
put in beweren nehmen report worden bevorzugen 
rent schrikken dauern choose opgaan wegfahren 
help out ruiken schauen ask kunnen probieren 
live bestaan gönnen figure eindigen sehen 
say staan vorbeikommen turnout hebben zurückfliegen 
come on gaan liegen waste leiden ausschauen 
find tegenkomen finden wind up liggen hinfahren 
subscribe begrijpen bleiben feel uitgaan fahren 
take up herhalen anfangen come up heten übernachten 




Appendix C: Summaries of the Betareg models 
This Appendix contains essential properties of the output produced by Betareg. (For 
information on Betareg within R, see https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=betareg).  
Explanations of terms not reserved by Betareg: 
• Language codes (for treatment coding): en (English), de (German), nl (Dutch). English 
was the reference language. 
• NormTotFreq: the “raw” frequency count of a lemma divided by the total number of 
verbforms per corpus (see rightmost column in Table 4). 
• WMain, WSub: weighted main proportions, weighted sub proportions (dependent variables 
in first and second models below). 
• DiffWMainWSub: WMain proportion minus WSub proportion (dependent variable in the 
third model). 
For all three dependent variables (DVs: WMain, WSub, and DiffWMainWSub) we tested the 
following models: 
mDV            ← betareg(WMain ~ 0 + NormTotFreq * Language, data = dat) 
mDV.hetero ← betareg(WMain ~ 0 + NormTotFreq * Language | Language, data=dat) 
mDV.loglog ← betareg(WMain ~ 0 + NormTotFreq * Language, data = dat, link = "loglog") 
 The input formulae include a zero term, which forces every level of the categorical 
independent variable (here: every language) to receive its own intercept. Therefore, the main 
effects are the per-language intercepts, and the slope for the frequency effect of each target 
language is not included in the interactions. The interaction terms reflect the differences in 
the slope for each language, i.e. the offset from the reference language (English). 
 The results of the Betareg analyses are presented on the following three pages. 
  
 6 
R reports for the three Betareg analyses 
 
First analysis  




betareg(formula = WMain ~ 0 + NormTotFreq * Language, data = dat) 
 
Phi coefficients (precision model with identity link): 
(phi)   





betareg(formula = WMain ~ 0 + NormTotFreq * Language, data = dat) 
 
Standardized weighted residuals 2: 
    Min      1Q     Median     3Q      Max  
-10.2344  -0.1074   0.1421   0.4016   3.2397  
 
Coefficients (mean model with logit link): 
                           Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
NormTotFreq                20.37866    0.78062  26.106  < 2e-16 *** 
Languageen                 -6.86133    0.07942 -86.395  < 2e-16 *** 
Languagenl                 -6.90968    0.07486 -92.306  < 2e-16 *** 
Languagede                 -6.31671    0.08631 -73.187  < 2e-16 *** 
NormTotFreq:Language[T.nl]  4.67678    1.09409   4.275 1.92e-05 *** 
NormTotFreq:Language[T.de]  3.42252    1.12684   3.037  0.00239 **  
 
Phi coefficients (precision model with identity link): 
      Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
(phi)   213.88      15.71   13.62   <2e-16 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
 
Type of estimator: ML (maximum likelihood) 
Log-likelihood:  6681 on 7 Df 
Pseudo R-squared: 0.06807 










betareg(formula = WSub ~ 0 + NormTotFreq * Language, data = dat) 
 
Phi coefficients (precision model with identity link): 
(phi)   





betareg(formula = WSub ~ 0 + NormTotFreq * Language, data = dat) 
 
Standardized weighted residuals 2: 
  Min      1Q    Median    3Q     Max  
-7.4068 -0.0223  0.2256  0.4871  3.4204  
 
Coefficients (mean model with logit link): 
                           Estimate Std. Error  z value Pr(>|z|)     
NormTotFreq                21.82391    0.56390   38.702   <2e-16 *** 
Languageen                 -7.88847    0.07520 -104.896   <2e-16 *** 
Languagenl                 -8.11729    0.07344 -110.528   <2e-16 *** 
Languagede                 -8.29445    0.09644  -86.003   <2e-16 *** 
NormTotFreq:Language[T.nl]  0.88753    0.97254    0.913    0.361     
NormTotFreq:Language[T.de] -0.68686    1.28687   -0.534    0.594     
 
Phi coefficients (precision model with identity link): 
     Estimate  Std. Error z value  Pr(>|z|)     
(phi)   792.53      58.01   13.66   <2e-16 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
 
Type of estimator: ML (maximum likelihood) 
Log-likelihood:  7761 on 7 Df 
Pseudo R-squared: 0.03978 










betareg(formula = DiffWMainWSub ~ 0 + NormTotFreq * Language, data = dat) 
 
Phi coefficients (precision model with identity link): 
(phi)   





betareg(formula = DiffWMainWSub ~ 0 + NormTotFreq * Language, data = dat) 
 
Standardized weighted residuals 2: 
   Min      1Q     Median      3Q      Max  
-11.1289  -0.0787  -0.0245   0.0338  20.6661  
 
Coefficients (mean model with logit link): 
                             Estimate Std. Error  z value Pr(>|z|)     
NormTotFreq                 2.3014736  0.0545653    42.18   <2e-16 *** 
Languageen                 -2.1966648  0.0011182 -1964.48   <2e-16 *** 
Languagenl                 -2.1983881  0.0009566 -2298.01   <2e-16 *** 
Languagede                 -2.1979136  0.0015543 -1414.05   <2e-16 *** 
NormTotFreq:Language[T.nl]  2.3755478  0.0784999    30.26   <2e-16 *** 
NormTotFreq:Language[T.de]  3.6286611  0.0780530    46.49   <2e-16 *** 
 
Phi coefficients (precision model with identity link): 
      Estimate  Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
(phi)    28431       1319   21.55   <2e-16 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
 
Type of estimator: ML (maximum likelihood) 
Log-likelihood:  4559 on 7 Df 
Pseudo R-squared: 0.9384 
Number of iterations: 609 (BFGS) + 5 (Fisher scoring) 
  
